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Toile was made with calico excess fabric



The fashion industry has been under fire for many years now to improve sustainability and ethical practices, 
and now that the COVID-19 pandemic has struct the world, it is time for brands and manufacturing to push 
the restart button. The industry has made strides in the right direction in terms of sustainable production and 
using new technology to develop longer lasting fabric, and processes and fabric that is less harmful to the 
environment. However, throughout production there are still a number of scraps and excess fabrics produced 
by designers. Therefore, this project is aimed to reduce wastage in the process of production and to identify 
zero-waste initiatives to minimise excess fabrics as much as possible.
Sustainability and circular practice is important to me as I believe it is time that we as a community take 
responsibility of our impact on the world and rediscover how to exist in harmony with our planet. In order 
to reduce my impact on the environment I make an effort to use preloved and upcycled/donated fabric when 
creating. This as well as producing locally and ethically, and creating environmentally friendly garments 
holds a key importance in my personal practice. Therefore my intention for the collection is to appeal to the 
Gen Z demographic of General Pants by using timeless silhouettes inspired by the classic denim aesthetic, 
and highlight the importance of reusing and recycling to reduce our impact on the environment.
As a young designer in the fashion industry, it is important to identify the harmful effect the industry has had 
on the environment and centralise sustainability as a core pillar of my design process. Through this denim 
project I decided to narrow my focus on consumption and waste in order to reduce environmental impact.  As 
a result, when sourcing denim to use on this project I decided to use excess fabric waste from my internship 
at KITX Boutique. The KITX label is currently working on a continuous denim regeneration project in which 
they take old denim jeans sourced from UPPAREL, a company focused on recycling textiles and reducing 
the number of textiles ending up in landfill, and create new pieces for customers. Through assisting with this 
project I have taken the left over denim that was not able to be used in order to create a new garment for the 
Circular Denim Design Competition. Therefore, by utilising this waste it is creating a further use for the den-
im and prolongs the life of it as it is delaying the recycling of the fibres.






